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Of Bidding Boxes –
and the questionable usage of a compulsory 
one type bidding process
by MIRIAM OFFICER 

How I feel about Bidding Boxes as a player

I was initially taught to play bridge by an experienced bridge player. It seemed to be a challenge for him to 
realise that some people refer to cards as the black ones and the red ones. I started writing and recording 
everything I could in desperation and in the hope of understanding this unexpectedly difficult game.  My 
“Baronesses Bridge for Beginners” diary includes glossary, history, terminology, card play, defence and lots 

more. I moved towards movie rights before I realise others have thought of this! 

Soon after comes a fun weekend at a large metropolitan club with friends – and I have to use bidding boxes.  
Firstly I bring out a bidding pad – they shake their heads in surprise and I get the message. It fleetingly passes my 
mind that people engaged in this sport do not know much about equal opportunity for all and that discrimination 
is out.  I had not seen a bidding box. Anxiety levels rise and I favour writing the contract/other bids on my hand  
– and quickly run out of room as I carefully work my way up left arm.

Some time passes and I am excited to find my very clever bridge partner, Emil Battista and I are off to Sydney to 
represent our club in the mixed pairs in May 2016. 

Two people who should know, say “you OK with bidding boxes”?  I freak out. If I was running things they would 
all be consigned to the nearest and largest garbage collection unit.

Being one of the lowest ranked players there is one thing. Expecting to have to cope with the potential of having 
to use a totally foreign bidding system was not fun.  

I wander into NSWBA headquarters a little early, and my unconscious mind notices and I find myself saying 
aloud  “No Bidding Boxes!!” to anyone who is listening,  and quickly hug the nearest startled bystander! I cheer up 
immeasurably, I chat to all and sundry. The pressure has lifted.  Too late now to catch up on the lack of sleep and 
that restless night tossing and turning.  

As at 30 April 2016, 50.35 percent of MBC members have less than 10 Masterpoints. And do you realise it is not 
kind to further disadvantage these players if they are wicked enough to attempt to reach for the sky – with the 
compulsory usage of an unfamiliar bidding process?
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Irrational, silly comment… not to my way of thinking!  Yours maybe if you are inflexible and fail to inform all 
players of these details.  It really comes down to do your want to encourage people to play bridge on a level playing 
field, or discourage them and lose members/competitors. 

On the weekend I trialled after one round of bidding, at pretending we were using bidding boxes and remembered 
everything carefully. Wearing multifocals, I carefully altered the tilt of my head and made the centre of the table 
blurry so I could not see the bidding pad. To my surprise you also run the risk of not seeing partners lead clearly!  
During the play of one hand a small spade was led by partner. He called for ‘top’ and I quickly played top club.  
Emil looked confused and opponent was kind and tapped the correct card saying ‘play that one’.  Even thinking 
about bidding boxes can get you into trouble! 

After a little research, I was surprised to find there are both RIGHT and LEFT handed varieties!

My limited experience with BBs indicates that bigger tables are a must. Board in play, System Cards, Bridgemates 
and score sheets littering table surface and the addition of 4 BBs makes for one very cluttered workplace.

An experienced BB player remarked that: “The one aggravating feature which still remains foremost in my mind 
is that some players would replace their cards before the opening lead was made. Whilst this did not bother me 
it certainly bothered some others and I can recall that on more than one occasion the atmosphere got somewhat 
acrimonious.”

Some reasons for discontinuing their usage:
(i) Oft used bidding cards (1♣ for example) wear out and bid becoming illegible.
(ii) Shortage of PASS, ALERT and DOUBLE cards in long auctions or ones with many artificial bids; 
(iii) Having to regularly put them back together as they did not take kindly to being dropped on the floor, and
(iv) Just think of the amount and variety of bacteria hanging on for grim death!

Whilst BBs continue to be used somewhere, I will consult with our Committee and members about purchasing 
some. We can then introduce those interested to the joys of usage of, for us, a foreign bidding system.  Our 
members will be all the better prepared for whatever system they have to use – and not feel like I did until 11.30am 
on Saturday 21 May in Sydney. Can I please encourage you to think of your new players and help them – it is in 
the best interest of our clubs and our sport.

It is easy to manage/allow usage of multiple bidding processes. Question is, are you prepared to consider it? I 
refer you to the Summer of Bridge in Canberra in January 2014 where both bidding boxes and bidding pads were 
successfully used in our section. 

A bigger bridge table will make the usage of bidding boxes more comfortable. Worn-out 1♣ and shortage of Pass, 
Alert and Double bidding cards 
happen from time to time.
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